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ON SEMI- WEAKLY CONTlNUOUS MAPPINGS 

By T. Noiri and B. Ahmad 

1. Introduction 

In 1961 , N. Levine [I ) introduced the concept of weakly continous mappings. 

P. E. Long and D. A. Carnahan [3) studied several properties 01 almost continous 

mappings in the sense 01 Singal [6) . T. Noiri [4) pointed out that the word 

“almost continuous' can be replaced by “ weakly continuous" in some theorems 

01 [3). T he purpose of thi s note is to introduce a new c1ass 01 mappings called 

semi.weakly continuous mappings and investigate some properties analogous to 

those given in [4) concerning weakly con tinuous mappings. 

2. PreJi minaries 

Let X be a topological space and S be a subset of X. A subse t S is said to 

be semi-open [2) il there exists an open set U such that U'ζSζCI ( U) ， where 

CI (U) denotes the closure of U. The complemet 01 a semi-open set is called 

semi-closed. The union 01 all semi-open sets 01 X contained in S is called the 

semi-interior of S and denoted by slnt (S). T he intersection of all semi-c1osed 

se ts of X containing S is called the semi'closure 01 S and denoted by sCI (S). 

A mapping 1 : X• Y is said to be weakly continous [1] (resp. almost continuot“ 
[6) ) il lor each xEX and each open set V containing I (x) there exists an 

open set U containing x such that I(U)ζCI (V) (resp. 1(U) C lnt (C I( V))) , where 

Jnt (S) is the interior 01 S 

3. Semi-“eakly continuous mappings 

DEFINITION L A mapping 1: X• Y is called semi-weakly continuous (brielly 

L ψ c.) il lor each x드X and each open set V containing I (x) there exsits a 

semi.open set U containing x such that 1(U) C sCI( V) . 

A mapping 1: X• Y is said to be semi-continuous [2) il lor each open set V of 

Y, 1 -1 (V) is semi-open in X. ln [2, Theorem 12) , it is known that a mapping 

I:X • Y is semi-continous il and onl y if lor each xEX and each open set V 

containing I (x) there ex ists a semi-open set U containing x such that f(이c V. 

Therefore, every semi .continuous mapping is s. w. c. , but the canverse is not 
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true a5 the following example 5hoW5. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let X and Y be l:oth the 5et 01 real number5. Let , be the usual 

topology for X and (J the cocountable topology lor Y. Then the identity mapping 

f: (X , ,) • (Y, a) is semi-weakly continuous and not semi-continuous 

THEOREM 1. A maPPing f : X ~ Y i s S. tι c. 11 Qlld only il /or every oþen set 

V in Y f -l(V)ζs [nt (j -l (sCl (V))) 

PROOF. Let xEX and Van open 5et containing f(x). Then xEf -1( V) C 

s[nt(j - l (sCl (V))). Put U= s[nt (j -l(sCl(V))). T hen U i5 5emi-open and f( lf)ζ 

sCl (V). Conver5ely, let V te any 0야n set of Y and xεf -1( V). Then there 

exists a semi-open set U in X such that xEU and f( lf)ζ sCl (V). Therefore, 
we have xEUC f - 1(sCl(V)) and hence x드sInt (j -l (sCl(V))). This proves that 

f -1 (V)ζsInt(f -1 (sC l( V))) 

THEOREM 2. Let f: X• Y be a mapping a lZ d g : X• X x Y be the graph mappi IZg 

of f , given by g(x) = (x , f(x)) for every po…t xEX. 1f g is s ψ.C. ， then f is 

S.W . C. 

PROOF. Let xEX and V be any open set containing f(x). Then X x V is an 

open set in X x Y con taining g(x). Since g is s. w. c. , there exists a semi-open 

set U containing x such that g(U)ζsCl(X x V). It follows lrom Lemma 4 01 

[5] that sCl (X x V) ζXxsCl (V). Sicne g is the graph mapping 01 f , we have 

f (U) ζsCl (V). Thi5 shows that f is s. w. c 

THEOREM 3. Jf f : X• Y is a s. w. c. mappillg and Y is Hausdorff, the1l the 

graph G(f) is a semi-closed set of X x Y 

PROOF. Let (x, y)$G (f). Then, we have y* f( :r). Since Y is Hausdorff, 
there exist di5joint open sets Wand V such that f(~')EW and yEV. Since f 

is s. W.c. , there exists a semi-open 5et U containing x such that f(U) CsCl(W) 

Since Wand Vare disjoint, we have V n sC l(W) =Ø and hence v n f(u)= ø. 

This shows that (Ux V) n G(f) =ø. It follows from Theorem5 2 and 11 in [2J 

that G(j) i5 semi-closed. 

DEFINITION 2. By a s. w . c. retraction , we mean a s. W‘ c. mapping f: X• A , 
where A c X and f l A is the identity mapping on A 

THEOREM 4. Let A c X and f: X• Ybea 5.!ν c. retraction 0/ X onto A. lf 

X is a Nausdorff space, then A is a semi-closed set in X. 
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PROOF. Suppose that A is not semi-c1osed. Then there exists a point xεsC I 

(A) - A. Since [ is s. w. c. retraction, 、‘ e have [(x) *x. Since X is Hausdorff, 
there exist disjoint open sets U and l' such that xεU and [(x)EV. Thus we 

get Un sCI(V)=Ø. Now, let lV te any semi-open set in X containing x . Then 

un 11' is a semi-open set containing x and hence (u n lV) n A*Ø because xεsCI 

(A). Let yε (Un W) n A. Since yεA ， [(y) =yEU and hence [(y)숱sCI ( 1'). This 

gives that [(lV )çt sCI(V). This contradicts that [is s. w ‘ c. Hence A is semi~ 

c10sed in X 

4. S-connecLed space 

DEFINITION 3. A space X is said to be S-connected [7J if X can not be 

written as the disjoint union of two non~empty semi~open tSets. 

Every S-connected space is connected but the converse is not true as the 
following example shows. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X= {a , b, c} and <= {Ø, X, {a} , {b }, {a, 씨 }. Then (X , <) 

is a connected space. However, it is not S-connected 

lt is shown in Theorem 4 of [3J (resp. Theorem 3 of [4J) that connectedness 

is invariant under almost continuous (resp. weakly conlinuous) surjections. It is 

also known that S-connectedness is invariant under semi~contjnuous surjections. 

However, we have the following . 

THEOREM 5. I! X is all S-connected space and [: X• Y isa s.w .c. surjectioll , 
then Y is connected. 

PROOF. Suppose that Y is not connected. Then there exist non-empty 0야n 

sets ", and V, of Y such that v ,n v ,=ø and V,U V,= Y. Hence, we have 

[ -'( v ,)n[ -'( " ,)=ø, [ -' (V,) U[ -I (V, )=X and [ -'(V‘ ) *ø because [ is sur

jective. By Theorem 1, we have 

[ -'(V，.)ζ slntU -'(sCI(V，)))， i= l , 2. 

Since V
i 

is 이〉en and closed, we obtain f-l(V,)C:sInt(f-l(Vl)) and hence 

f-l(Vl) lS semropen for I=l, 2. This lmplies that X lS not S connected. 

Therefore Y is connected. 

THEOREM 6. l[ X is an S- cQmzected spact and [: X-• Y is a semi~continuOllS 

maPPing with the closed graph, then f is constant 
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PROOF. Suppose that J is not constan t. There exist distinct points x,’ X
2 

in 

X such that J(X ,) i=J( X2). Since the graph G(J) is c10sed and (x" J(X2))$G(J) , 
there exist open sets U and V containing x , and J(X2), respectively, such that 

J(U) nv= ç\. Since J is semi-continous, U and J -'(V) are disjoint non-empty 

semi-open sets. It follows (rom Theorem 17 of [7J that X is not S-connected. 
There(ore, J is constant. 

COROLLARY (Thompson [7J). Ltt X be irreducible. Jf J: X-Y is a continuolls 

maPþing with the closed graph , then f is constant 

PROOF. Since every continuous mapping is semi-continuous, thi s is an 

immediate consequence of Theorem 17 in [7J and Theorem 6 
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